
 

 

Dear, All, 

Below is a list of students selected for hostel accommodation in the university campus for 

the academic year 2024-2025. All are requested to please deposit your hostel fee as 

mentioned below by 25th April 2024.  

Payment of hostel fee will not be accepted in instalment’s or part payment the entire 

amount needs to be remitted in one go. 

If you fail to deposit the fee by 25th April 2024 your allotment in the hostel will be cancelled. 

 
Terms and Conditions for Hostel 

• Hostel rooms will be allotted on a first come first served basis 

• Hostel Charges are fixed for 1st-year and 2nd-year Students for the entire academic session and 

it will not be relaxed for any short stay. 

• Hostel fee once deposited will not be refunded during the middle of the course unless the 

hostel facility is withdrawn by IIHMR University. 

• Refund is not permitted if the student is expelled from the hostel. 

• Above mentioned fee is only for the room charges and the mess fee is to be paid separately by 

the students at the canteen contractor. 

Hostel 1 ( boys ) 

A set of 3 individual AC rooms each with a bed, a mattress, a pillow a study table & chair a wardrobe, an ac unit, and a 

common bath and lobby. electricity extra by prepaid meter  

Charges Rs 90000/- per academic year . 

Samaresh Ghorami 
KSHITIJ NARENDRA 
SHEGOKAR 
Toshik G.Kalbande 
SHREYASH PRAJAPATI 
ADITYA MAHESHWARI 
AVINASH YADAV 
SAARTHAK KUMBKARNI 
DIVYARUP DAS 
PRANAV M PADWALE 
RAJESH BEJJARAPU 
Abhinav Chaudhary 
HEMARANGAN.J 

 

 

 

 

 



Hostel 2 ( girls )Twin sharing  

Charges Rs  80000/- per academic year  

A room with 2 beds, 2 mattresses, 2 pillows,2 a study tables & chair, 2 wardrobes, a ac unit and an attached bath . 
electricity extra by prepaid meter  

NISHI MARY JACOB 
SALONI JAIN 
PRAGATI PATIDAR 
SONALI SINGH TOMAR 
DR.CHITRANSHI 
AISHWARYA AGARWAL 
ASHWINI NARWADKAR 
ARCHI SHUKLA 
ATREYEE BARDHAN ROY 
REYA RAINA 
LIRA SARKAR 
BASWA NANDINI 
RISHA CHATTARAJ 
ANKITA MAHENDRALAL VYAS 
SANIKA SACHIN PIMPLE 
ANUSHKA DEY SARKAR 
HARSHADA SUNIL 
CHOWDHURY 
SHIVANGEE 
Khushi Yadav 
MONICA KUJUR 
AVNI REJA 
JASMEEN KAUR 
VARSHA SUVEER 

 

 

 

Hostel 3 (girls ) 

Charges Rs 90000/- per academic year  

A set of 3 individual air cooled rooms each with a bed , a mattress,a pillow a study table & chair a wardrobe, an ac unit 

and a common bath and lobby . electricity included  

CHELSI CHOBISA 
CHAITALI KEDAR JOSHI 
REBA MARY MATHEW 
KASTURI VIJAYPRAKASH 
SAWARKAR 
SHRUTI JAYANT UCHAKE 
JANHAVI RAMTEKE 



NISHTHA PRAKASH CHAUHAN 
PALAK GURU 
KHUSHI MAKWANA 
MAITRI SINGH 
PALAK JAGGI 
Dr. RESHMI MITRA 
DEVANSHI THAKUR 

 

Hostel 4 (girls ) 

Charges Rs 95000/- per academic year  

A set of 4 individual air conditioned rooms each with a bed , a mattress,a pillow a study table & chair a wardrobe, an ac 

unit and a common bath and lobby . electricity extra . 

MANASVINI ARUN 
DR RIDHIMA ARORA 
MANSI PAL 
AYUSHI NEMA 
MANASVINI ARUN 
GUNJAN PANGTEY 
Shirsty Barnala 
 

 

Hostel 5 (girls ) 

Charges Rs 95000/- per academic year  

A set of 4 individual air conditioned rooms each with a bed , a mattress,a pillow a study table & chair a wardrobe, an ac 

unit and a common bath and lobby . electricity extra 

PRANGA SEN 
DR. AURA SINGHA 
ROY 
GEETANJALI 

 


